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Abstract
Dynamic programming is a well-known approach for solv-
ing MDPs. In large state spaces, asynchronous versions like
Real-Time Dynamic Programming have been applied suc-
cessfully. If unfolded into equivalent trees, Monte-Carlo Tree
Search algorithms are a valid alternative. UCT, the most pop-
ular representative, obtains good anytime behavior by guiding
the search towards promising areas of the search tree. The
Heuristic Search algorithm AO finds optimal solutions for
MDPs that can be represented as acyclic AND/OR graphs.
We introduce a common framework, Trial-based Heuristic
Tree Search, that subsumes these approaches and distin-
guishes them based on five ingredients: heuristic function,
backup function, action selection, outcome selection, and
trial length. Using this framework, we describe three new
algorithms which mix these ingredients in novel ways in an
attempt to combine their different strengths. Our evaluation
shows that two of our algorithms not only provide superior
theoretical properties to UCT, but also outperform state-of-
the-art approaches experimentally.
Introduction
Markov decision processes (MDPs) offer a general frame-
work for decision making under uncertainty. Early research
on the topic has mostly focused on Dynamic Programming
algorithms that are optimal but only solve MDPs with very
small state spaces. Value Iteration (Bellman 1957) and Pol-
icy Iteration (Howard 1960), two representatives of this kind
of algorithm, need the whole state space in memory to even
get started and hence do not scale well. One step towards
solving MDPs with large state spaces are asynchronous ver-
sions of Value Iteration that do not search the state space ex-
haustively. Trial-based Real-Time Dynamic Programming
(RTDP) (Barto, Bradtke, and Singh 1995), for example, uses
greedy action selection and an admissible heuristic com-
bined with Monte-Carlo samples, and only updates the states
that were visited in the trial with Bellman backups.
A finite-horizon MDP induces an acyclic AND/OR graph
which can be solved by the AO algorithm (e.g. Nilsson
1980). This Heuristic Search approach gradually builds an
optimal solution graph, beginning from the root node rep-
resenting the initial state. It expands a single tip node in
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the current best partial solution graph, which is the sub-
graph that can be reached by applying only greedy actions.
It assigns admissible heuristic values to the new tip nodes
and propagates the collected information through the acyclic
graph to the root. These steps are repeated until all tip nodes
in the best partial solution are terminal nodes.
The UCT algorithm (Kocsis and Szepesva´ri 2006) is the
most popular representative of Monte Carlo Tree Search
(MCTS) (Browne et al. 2012). It differs from Dynamic Pro-
gramming and Heuristic Search in two important aspects:
first, Monte-Carlo backups are used to propagate informa-
tion in the search tree. While this allows the use of MCTS
when only a generative model of state transitions and re-
wards is available, it is not necessary for this work as we
are interested in solving finite horizon MDPs with declara-
tive models. Even worse, it is not possible to determine if a
state is solved, and sampling the same trial over and over is
necessary for convergence towards an optimal policy. Sec-
ond, the greedy action selection strategy used in Dynamic
Programming and Heuristic Search is replaced by a method
that balances exploration and exploitation by applying the
UCB1 formula used to solve multi-armed bandit problems
(Auer, Cesa-Bianchi, and Fischer 2002). This allows the
usage of non-admissible heuristic functions, according to
Bonet and Geffner (2012) a possible reason why UCT has an
edge over RTDP in anytime optimal planning even though it
also means that potential pruning effects inherent to greedy
action selection with admissible heuristics are lost. Anytime
algorithms avoid the calculation of a policy that is defined
over all states that can be reached with non-zero probabil-
ity by interleaving planning for a single current state with
execution of the taken decision.
Despite the differences, these approaches actually have
much in common. After defining the theoretical background
in the next section, we present a framework for Trial-based
Heuristic Tree Search algorithms (THTS). We show how al-
gorithms can be specified in the framework by describing
only five ingredients: heuristic function, backup function,
action selection, outcome selection, and trial length. This
is followed by the main part of this paper, where we use
THTS to combine attributes of UCT, RTDP and AO step
by step in order to derive novel algorithms with superior
theoretical properties. We merge Full Bellman and Monte-
Carlo backup functions to Partial Bellman backups, and gain
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a function that both allows partial updates and a procedure
that labels states when they are solved. DP-UCT combines
attributes and theoretical properties from RTDP and UCT
even though it differs from the latter only in the used Par-
tial Bellman backups. Our main algorithm, UCT adds a
limited trial length to DP-UCT that ensures that parts of the
state space that are closer to the root are investigated more
thoroughly. The experimental evaluation shows that both
DP-UCT and UCT are not only superior to UCT, but also
outperform PROST (Keller and Eyerich 2012), the winner of
the International Probabilistic Planning Competition (IPPC)
2011 on the benchmarks of IPPC 2011.
Background
An MDP (Puterman 1994; Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis 1996) is
a 4-tuple hS;A; P;Ri, where S is a finite set of states; A is a
finite set of actions; P : SAS ! [0; 1] is the transition
function, which gives the probability P (s0ja; s) that apply-
ing action a 2 A in state s 2 S leads to state s0 2 S; and
R : S  A ! R is the reward function. Sometimes a cost
function replaces the reward function, but as the problems
of minimizing costs and maximizing rewards are equivalent
we use reward-based MDPs in this paper.
Usually, a solution for an MDP is a policy, i.e. a mapping
from states to actions. As a policy is already expensive to de-
scribe (let alone compute) in MDPs with large state spaces,
we consider algorithms in this paper that do not generate the
policy offline, but interleave planning for a single current
state s0 2 S and execution of the chosen action. This pro-
cess is repeated H times, where H 2 N is the finite horizon.
In the first step of a run, s0 is set to a given initial state. In
each other step, it is set to the outcome of the last action exe-
cution. We estimate the quality of an algorithm by sampling
a fixed number of runs.
We define states such that the number of remaining
steps is part of a state in the finite-horizon MDP M =
hS;A; P;R;H; s0i, and denote it with s[h] for a state s 2 S.
A state with s[h] = 0 is called terminal. As the number of re-
maining steps must decrease by one in each state transition,
i.e. P (s0ja; s) = 0 if s0[h] 6= s[h] 1, each finite-horizon
MDP induces a directed acyclic graph.
We demand that
P
s02S P (s
0ja; s) = 1 for all state action
pairs s; a unless s[h] = 0, i.e. that all actions are applicable
in all non-terminal states, a property owed to the IPPC 2011
benchmark set that is used for our experiments. We transfer
this constraint to our theoretical framework as it ascertains
elegantly that there are no dead ends in M , that each path
s0; : : : ; sH with H action applications therefore yields a fi-
nite accumulated reward R^ as the sum ofH finite immediate
rewards R^ =
PH
i=1R(si 1; a; si), and that all policies are
proper in M .
All algorithms considered in this paper have access to a
declarative model of the MDP, i.e. transition probabilities
and reward function are revealed to the algorithm. This does,
of course, not mean that each algorithm must take this infor-
mation into account: an algorithm that is able to cope with
generative models can simply use the declarative model to
generate state transitions and immediate rewards.
Even though we do not evaluate our algorithms in terms
of the expected reward of a policy  in MDP M with initial
state s0, it is important for our notion of anytime optimal
backup functions later in this paper. We define it in terms of
the state-value function V  as V (M) := V (s0) with
V (s) :=

0 if s is terminal
Q((s); s) otherwise,
where the action-value function Q(a; s) is defined as
Q(a; s) := R(a; s) +
X
s02S
P (s0ja; s)  V (s0):
The optimal policy  in M can be derived from the re-
lated Bellman optimality equation (Bellman 1957; Bertsekas
1995), which describes the reward for selecting the actions
that yield the highest expected reward:
V (s) =

0 if s is terminal
maxa2AQ(a; s) otherwise,
Q(a; s) = R(a; s) +
P
s02S P (s
0ja; s)  V (s0):
Trial-based Heuristic Tree Search
All algorithms that are considered in this paper can be de-
scribed in terms of the THTS framework presented in Al-
gorithm 1. Some well-known algorithms reduce to other al-
gorithms in finite-horizon MDPs, and others differ slightly
from their original version. Reasons include that they im-
plement a method that deals with dead ends or cycles, both
of which do not exist in finite-horizon MDPs; that they im-
plement a sophisticated procedure to label search nodes as
solved, which can be replaced in our tree-based framework
with a very simple method based on successor and leaf nodes
only; or that we adapt them to fit the online scenario by
adding a timeout-based termination criterion. Among the al-
gorithms that reduce to others are HDP (Bonet and Geffner
2003a) and LRTDP (Bonet and Geffner 2003b), which dif-
fer from Depth First Search and RTDP only in how states are
labeled as solved, and LAO (Hansen and Zilberstein 2001),
which is a modification of AO for cyclic graphs.
The THTS schema bridges the gap between Dynamic
Programming, MCTS, and Heuristic Search algorithms for
finite-horizon MDPs. Algorithm 1 shows THTS as a tree
search algorithm, even though a version that does not unfold
the directed acyclic graph into an equivalent tree is more
efficient. In the directed acyclic graph search version, du-
plicate searches are avoided if the same state can be reached
along different paths. Nevertheless, both versions solve the
same class of problems. Moreover, some precaution must be
taken for the adaption of our base algorithm UCT to directed
acyclic graphs (Childs, Brodeur, and Kocsis 2008; Saffidine,
Cazenave, and Me´hat 2012), which would detract from the
focus of this paper. For these reasons, we only present the
tree search version here.
THTS algorithms maintain an explicit tree of alternating
decision and chance nodes. Decision nodes are tuples nd =
hs; V ki, where s 2 S is a state and V k 2 R is the state-value
estimate based on the k first trials. Chance nodes are tuples
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Algorithm 1: The THTS schema.
1 THTS(MDP M; timeout T ):
2 n0  getRootNode(M)
3 while not solved(n0) and time() < T do
4 visitDecisionNode(n0)
5 return greedyAction(n0)
6 visitDecisionNode(Node nd):
7 if nd was never visited then initializeNode(nd)
8 N  selectAction(nd)
9 for nc 2 N do
10 visitChanceNode(nc)
11 backupDecisionNode(nd)
12 visitChanceNode(Node nc):
13 N  selectOutcome(nc)
14 for nd 2 N do
15 visitDecisionNode(nd)
16 backupChanceNode(nc)
nc = hs; a;Qki, where s 2 S is a state, a 2 A is an action,
and Qk 2 R is the action-value estimate based on the k first
trials. In the following, we denote decision nodes with nd,
chance nodes with nc, and the set of successor nodes of n in
the explicit tree with S(n). We abbreviate R(s(nc); a(nc))
with R(nc) and P (s(nd)ja(nc); s(nc)) with P (ndjnc).
Initially, the explicit tree contains only the root node n0,
a decision node with s(n0) = s0. Each trial consists of
phases: in the selection phase, the explicit tree is traversed
by alternatingly choosing successor nodes according to ac-
tion and outcome selection. When a previously unvisited
decision node (i.e. a tip node in the explicit graph) is en-
countered, the expansion phase starts. A child is added to
the explicit tree for each action, and a heuristic value is as-
signed to all estimates. This leads to the same situation as
in the selection phase, where all successor nodes of the cur-
rently visited node have action-value estimates. THTS algo-
rithms therefore switch back to the selection phase and alter-
nate between those phases until an empty set of successors
is selected (which determines the trial length). All visited
nodes are updated in reverse order in the subsequent backup
phase. If a node is reached in this process with children that
were selected earlier but not visited yet in the current trial,
the selection phase starts again. A trial finishes when the
backup function is called on the root node. This process is
repeated until time constraints do not allow for another trial.
Our framework bears some obvious similarities with other
schemata. The initialization of estimates of nodes with a
heuristic function is borrowed from Heuristic Search meth-
ods. The MCTS schema can be derived from THTS by re-
placing the initialization of novel nodes with a simulation
phase (Browne et al. 2012). A heuristic function that re-
sembles the simulation phase therefore allows to model any
MCTS algorithm within our framework. Moreover, THTS
is related to Bonet and Geffner’s (2003a) FIND-and-REVISE
schema. The selection phase of THTS can be regarded as
a FIND step, and the REVISE step corresponds roughly to
our backup phase. THTS is tailored to finite-horizon MDPs,
though, and exploits the fact that the search space is a tree.
Despite the commonalities, a framework subsuming Dy-
namic Programming, MCTS and Heuristic Search has not
been described before. An THTS algorithm can be specified
in terms of five ingredients: heuristic function, backup func-
tion, action selection, outcome selection, and trial length. In
the following, we will discuss these attributes and show how
several algorithms can be modeled in the framework.
Heuristic Function
Algorithms that compute heuristic estimates have received
much attention in recent years. In this work, we are not
interested in the methods themselves – even though previous
work has shown their crucial influence in THTS algorithms
(Gelly and Silver 2007; Eyerich, Keller, and Helmert 2010)
– but only briefly discuss the properties that influence the
choice of ingredients. It is common terminology to call a
heuristic function admissible if it never underestimates the
reward, and blind if it always maps to the same constant.
We consider two possible answers to the question which
successors of a previously unvisited decision node nd are
initialized. In action-value or Q-value initialization, a
heuristic h : S  A 7! R calculates an estimate that is
used to initialize the action-value estimates of the succes-
sors of nd. If state-value initialization is used, a heuristic
value h : S 7! R is assigned to the state-value estimates of
the grandchildren of nd.
Backup Function
The backup function defines how the knowledge on state-
value estimates V k(nd) and action-value estimates Qk(nc)
that is gathered in the trials is propagated through the tree.
Depending on the algorithm, any number of additional val-
ues might be updated, e.g. the variable that counts the num-
ber of visits in UCT, or a solve label that indicates that a
node’s estimate has converged. In the THTS framework,
nodes are updated only based on values of some or all of
their successor nodes. As we also consider problems with
a huge number of outcomes, we use the decomposed repre-
sentation for chance nodes of the PROST planner (Keller and
Eyerich 2012). It ensures that each chance node has only 2
successors by representing 2n possible outcomes as a chain
of n chance nodes, thereby allowing efficient backups.
Even though it is not mandatory for algorithms in the
THTS framework, this work focuses on algorithms that are
anytime optimal, i.e. yield reasonable results quickly, im-
prove when more trials are available and eventually con-
verge towards the optimal decision. One way to guaran-
tee optimality in the limit is to demand that the backup
function is such that estimates converge towards the opti-
mal value functions, i.e. Qk(nc) ! Q(a(nc); s(nc)) and
V k(nd)! V (s(nd)) for all nd, nc and k !1.
We distinguish between full and partial backup functions.
Full backup functions can only be computed for a node if
each of its children in the MDP is also represented in the
explicit tree, i.e. S(nd) = fhs(nd); a;Qkija 2 Ag andP
nd2S(nc) P (ndjnc) = 1. With the ingredients discussed
in this work, full backup functions can only be paired with
state-value initialization, as action-value initialization does
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not ascertain that all children of all nodes that are visited
in a trial are explicated (it does for decision nodes). Partial
backup functions require only one child, so action-value es-
timates can be calculated even if only one outcome is in the
explicit tree (and the selected one always is).
A backup function induces a contributing subtree, which
is the subtree of the explicit tree that contains all nodes that
contribute to the state-value estimate of the root node. The
contributing subtree is either identical to the explicit tree or
to the best partial solution graph (as induced by AO) in
the backup functions considered in this paper. The former
is given for backup functions that calculate state-value esti-
mates by aggregating over action-value estimates, while the
latter is true in functions that maximize instead.
Monte-Carlo backup The MCTS algorithms UCT and
BRUE (Feldman and Domshlak 2012) are based on Monte-
Carlo backups, a partial backup function which extends the
current average with the latest sampled value (Sutton and
Barto 1998). As probabilities of outcomes are not used to
calculate Monte-Carlo backups, they are the predominant
backup function in scenarios where only a generative model
of the MDP is available (e.g. in Reinforcement Learning).
Let Ck(n) be the number of times node n has been visited
among the first k trials. State-value estimate and action-
value estimate are calculated with Monte-Carlo backups as
V k(nd) =
(
0 if s(nd) is terminalP
nc2S(nd) C
k(nc)Qk(nc)
Ck(nd)
otherwise,
Qk(nc) = R(nc) +
P
nd2S(nc) C
k(nd)  V k(nd)
Ck(nc)
:
The contributing subtree is identical to the explicit tree as
both functions aggregate over all children. This causes a po-
tential pitfall: if a node nd in the best solution graph has a
child nc that yields a very low reward compared to an opti-
mal sibling, a single trial over nc can bias V k(nd) dispro-
portionately for many trials.
Given the right mix of ingredients, Monte-Carlo backups
nevertheless converge towards the optimal value function.
Then the outcome selection strategy must be s.t. C
k(nd)
Ck(nc)
!
P (ndj; nc) for k !1, and the action selection strategy s.t.
Ck(nc)
Ck(nd)
! 1 for k ! 1, where nc = hs; (s); Qki is
the successor of nd in the optimal policy  (we assume for
simplicity and w.l.o.g. that there is exactly one optimal pol-
icy). It is often not trivial to prove that Monte-Carlo backups
converge, but it was shown by Kocsis and Szepesva´ri (2006)
for the UCT algorithm.
Full Bellman backup Another prominent method to prop-
agate information in the tree are Full Bellman backups:
V k(nd) =

0 if s(nd) is terminal
maxnc2S(nd)Q
k(nc) otherwise,
Qk(nc) = R(nc) +
X
nd2S(nc)
P (ndjnc)  V k(nd):
As the name implies, they are the full backup function de-
rived from the Bellman optimality function. The pitfall de-
scribed in the context of Monte-Carlo backups is not given in
algorithms that use Full Bellman backups, as state-value es-
timates are updated based on the best successor. That means
that the contributing subtree is the best partial solution tree.
Moreover, such an algorithm can be equipped with a proce-
dure that labels nodes as solved. Obviously, each algorithm
that is based on Full Bellman backups and selects actions
and outcomes among unsolved nodes is anytime optimal, as
all states will eventually be visited with k !1.
Action Selection
The variation regarding the action selection strategy is sur-
prisingly small in the literature and can mostly be divided
in two camps. On the one hand are algorithms like AO or
RTDP that always act greedily, i.e. they select the successor
node with the highest action-value estimate. On the other
hand are algorithms like UCT and AOT, which balance ex-
ploration and exploitation by applying techniques borrowed
from the multi-armed bandit problem (Berry and Fristedt
1985): AOT applies -greedy action selection, where the
greedy successor is selected with a given probability, and
the successor with the biggest potential impact otherwise.
UCT selects the child that maximizes the UCB1 formula,
a strategy that minimizes the regret in multi-armed ban-
dit problems by favoring successor nodes that were visited
rarely (exploration) or led to promising results in previous
trials (exploitation). An attempt to enhance this technique is
BRUE, where action selection follows an alternating schema
of applying the UCB1 formula and sampling uniformly.
Successful anytime optimal algorithms that use greedy ac-
tion selection like RTDP or AO pair it with an admissi-
ble heuristic. To obtain equivalents of these algorithms with
the ingredients discussed in this paper, they must addition-
ally be paired with a full backup function and, subsequently,
a state-value initialization. This is because it is necessary
for convergence of greedy algorithms that all children of all
nodes that are visited in a trial contain admissible values at
all times. Otherwise, the optimal choice might never be se-
lected. Note that it is possible to design backup functions
for optimal greedy algorithms where partial backup func-
tions and action-value initialization are sufficient, e.g. with
a common upper bound for unvisited outcomes. We are not
aware of an optimal algorithm that uses such an initializa-
tion, though. GLUTTON (Kolobov et al. 2012), the LRTDP-
based runner-up at IPPC 2011, uses subsampling to deal
with this situation, but it loses optimality in the process.
Greedy and balanced action selection also use slightly dif-
ferent labeling procedures. Greedy action selection can en-
tail considerable pruning effects (if paired with the afore-
mentioned ingredients), as a node can be labeled as solved
if it is a leaf or if its greedy successor is solved, i.e. it is
possible that the tree is not searched exhaustively. Balanced
action selection does not come with this advantage. There,
a node can only be labeled as solved if it is a leaf or if all its
children are solved. If paired with a backup function that al-
lows for labeling, obviously only unsolved successor nodes
are considered for action selection in THTS algorithms.
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Note that our framework also allows the selection of more
than one action, as we believe this might be an opportunity
for future research. As an anytime optimal algorithm must
not spend too much time in a single trial, a lot of precau-
tion is necessary when designing such a selection method,
though. Due to this, we do not consider algorithms like
Value Iteration, Depth-First Search, or Learning Depth-First
Search (Bonet and Geffner 2006) in this paper even though
they can be specified within this framework.
Outcome Selection
After an action has been chosen, the outcome of applying
that action must be determined (again, selecting multiple
is possible but not considered here). There is only little
research dealing with outcome selection. Almost all al-
gorithms we are aware of perform Monte-Carlo sampling,
i.e. they choose an outcome according to its probability or, in
algorithms that label states as solved, according to its proba-
bility biased by solved siblings. The only algorithm that ex-
plicitly uses a method different from Monte-Carlo sampling
is AOT, where the outcome is selected that has the biggest
potential impact. Bonet and Geffner (2012) state that their
method is superior to Monte-Carlo sampling, especially in
the absence of informed heuristics.
Trial Length
Obviously, all algorithms finish a trial when a leaf node is
reached, and many, including RTDP and its variants, only
determine the trial length based on this criterion. There is
also a variant of RTDP that finishes trials after each heuristic
calculation – it is commonly referred to as AO. As only tip
nodes are important in these global search algorithms, it is
rather unusual to describe a method like AO in a trial-based
framework. If the trial length is determined such that new
information is propagated to the root node right away they
can easily be modeled within the THTS framework, though.
UCT has also been described in both versions. In its
original form (Kocsis and Szepesva´ri 2006), it starts the
backup phase when a previously unvisited node is visited
like a global search algorithm. A version that finishes a
trial only when a leaf is encountered has been described for
the Canadian Traveler’s Problem (Papadimitriou and Yan-
nakakis 1991) by Eyerich, Keller, and Helmert (2010). The
PROST planner is a domain-independent version of this idea,
which additionally limits the search depth artificially by con-
sidering a decreased horizon. PROST thereby loses opti-
mality, and a good value for the search depth limitation is
domain specific and can, following Kolobov, Mausam, and
Weld (2012), only be based on a guess.
Remotely related to the trial length are reverse iterative
deepening search versions of THTS algorithms, as incorpo-
rated for example in GLUTTON. These cannot be modeled
within our framework, but a simple driver routine that calls
THTS with an increasing number of remaining steps in the
initial state is sufficient to support them. As all iterations but
the last have to solve the root state, reverse iterative deep-
ening search is independent from the underlying algorithm
barring pruning effects. While such algorithms raise inter-
esting questions, they are beyond the scope of this paper.
Algorithms
We investigate now how THTS ingredients can be grouped
in novel ways to derive stronger algorithms for MDPs with
a comparably small set of actions (at most 50 in our experi-
ments) yet potentially many outcomes (up to 250 in our ex-
periments). In such MDPs, it is desirable to use an algorithm
that supports Q-value initialization, as the number of chil-
dren of a decision node is equal to the number of actions,
while the number of its grandchildren can be as large as that
number multiplied with the size of the state space – an ex-
treme case that actually occurs in the benchmarks used for
evaluation in this paper.
Bonet and Geffner (2012) argue that greedy action selec-
tion has poor anytime properties, mostly because it does not
allow the use of non-admissible heuristic functions which
are usually cheaper to compute yet similarly informative.
The success of algorithms that balance exploration and ex-
ploitation seems to prove them right, and we also follow
this approach in our algorithms. UCT seems like a good
base algorithms which additionally supports non-admissible
heuristics and Q-value initialization. It bases its action se-
lection on balancing exploration and exploitation with the
UCB1 formula for the multi-armed bandit problem. UCT
chooses the successor node nc in node nd that maximizes
B 
s
log Ck(nd)
Ck(nc)
+Qk(nc);
where Ck(n) is the number of visits of node n during the
first k trials, and B is a bias parameter that is set to V k(nd)
in our experiments as in the PROST planner.
Even though we believe that there might be even better
action selection strategies for finite-horizon MDP planning
than the regret minimization based strategy of UCT, it would
be beyond the scope of this paper to derive one. All algo-
rithms that are described in the following therefore base ac-
tion selection on the UCB1 formula. The same reasoning ap-
plies to the Monte-Carlo sampling that is used for outcome
selection. The heuristic function is the third ingredient that
is not the focus of this work. We use the non-admissible Q-
value initialization of the PROST planner. It is based on an
iterative deepening search on the most-likely outcome deter-
minization, which terminates when a timeout or a satisfying
degree of informativeness is reached (for details, see Keller
and Eyerich 2012).
Of course, UCT also incorporates some properties that
can be improved in the setting we are dealing with. Most
notably, we are interested in using a backup function that
supports a solve labeling procedure. Our experimental eval-
uation will show that it is a severe drawback if it is not
possible to determine when the estimate of a node has con-
verged. Moreover, the ability to compute provably optimal
policies is a theoretical property that is desirable to have. As
Full Bellman backups cannot be used with non-admissible
heuristics, we derive a novel backup function that combines
the strengths of both functions in two steps.
MaxUCT The only ingredient that distinguishes the Max-
UCT algorithm from UCT is the used backup function. We
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ELEVATORS SYSADMIN RECON GAME TRAFFIC CROSSING SKILL NAVIGATION Total
UCT 0.93 0.66 0.99 0.88 0.84 0.85 0.93 0.81 0.86
MaxUCT 0.97 0.71 0.88 0.9 0.86 0.96 0.95 0.66 0.86
DP-UCT 0.97 0.65 0.89 0.89 0.87 0.96 0.98 0.98 0.9
UCT* 0.97 1.0 0.88 0.98 0.99 0.98 0.97 0.96 0.97
PROST 0.93 0.82 0.99 0.93 0.93 0.82 0.97 0.55 0.87
Table 1: Score per domain and total scores for the IPPC 2011 benchmarks. Best results (0:02) are highlighted in bold.
perform a first step in combining Monte-Carlo and Full Bell-
man backups by merging the action-value backup function
of the former with the state-value backup function of the lat-
ter. In other words, we update decision nodes based on the
value of its best child rather than aggregating over all chil-
dren. Formally, we define Max-Monte-Carlo backups as:
V k(nd) =

0 if s(nd) is terminal
maxnc2S(nd)Q
k(nc) otherwise,
Qk(nc) = R(nc) +
P
nd2S(nc) C
k(nd)  V k(nd)
Ck(nc)
:
Kocsis and Szepesva´ri’s (2006) proof of optimality for UCT
also holds for MaxUCT as the action selection method
UCB1 never stops exploring, and as all outcomes will be
sampled proportionately to their probability for k ! 1.
The pitfall discussed in the context of Monte-Carlo back-
ups does not apply anymore for MaxUCT because the con-
tributing subtree of Max-Monte-Carlo backups is identical
to the best partial solution tree. Moreover, Max-Monte-
Carlo backups are both partial and do not rely on a gener-
ative model of the MDP, so they can be used in the same
scenarios as UCT.
DP-UCT While Max-Monte-Carlo backups are a first step
towards merging Monte-Carlo and Full Bellman backup
functions, a solve labeling procedure is not supported.
Therefore, it is necessary to exploit the declarative model by
considering probabilities in the backups of action-value esti-
mates. Or, from a different point of view, we are looking for
a partial version of Full Bellman backups that does not rely
on all successor nodes in the MDP. To calculate an estimate,
we weight the outcomes that are part of the tree proportion-
ally to their probability and to the missing outcomes:
V k(nd) =

0 if s(nd) is terminal
maxnc2S(nd)Q
k(nc) otherwise,
Qk(nc) = R(nc) +
P
nd2S(nc) P (ndjnc)  V k(nd)
P k(nc)
;
where P k(nc) =
P
nd2S(nc) P (ndjnc) is the sum of the
probabilities of all outcomes that are explicated. Intuitively,
we expect estimates of outcomes that are not part of the
explicit tree to be comparable to the probability weighted
outcomes that are explicated. Partial Bellman backups con-
verge towards the Bellman optimality equation under selec-
tion strategies that explore the whole tree, as P k(nc) ! 1
and Qk(nc)! Q(a(nc); s(nc)) for k !1. Full Bellman
backups can be seen as the special case of Partial Bellman
backups where all outcomes are explicated in the tree.
DP-UCT, the algorithm that uses Partial Bellman back-
ups rather than Monte-Carlo backups, combines properties
of Dynamic Programming and UCT. It resembles MCTS as
it incorporates the advantages of partial backup functions,
balanced action selection and the usage of non-admissible
heuristic functions. The fact that the backup function takes
probabilities into account and allows solve labeling and ter-
mination when the root node is solved is just like in Dynamic
Programming approaches. To our knowledge, this theoret-
ical property was never incorporated into an algorithm that
selects actions based on the UCB1 formula.
UCT The balanced action selection strategy of UCT,
which guides the search towards parts of the state space that
have been rarely visited or that led to promising results in
previous trials, is a key factor of the algorithm’s good any-
time behavior. It leads to an asymmetric tree that is skewed
towards more important regions of the search space. While
the direction of search is thereby taken into account, the
depth of search is not. After all, we are not interested in
complete policies but only in the next decision. As the un-
certainty grows with the number of simulated steps, states
that are far from the root often have only little influence on
that decision, even if they are part of the optimal solution
or crucial for some future decision. Therefore, investigat-
ing the state space close to the root more thoroughly might
improve action selection with short time windows.
DP-UCT benefits a lot from the balanced action selection
strategy at the beginning of each trial, but the further from
the root the lesser the benefit. We therefore alter another in-
gredient, the trial length, and combine DP-UCT with a prop-
erty inherent to Heuristic Search. These global search algo-
rithms finish a trial whenever a tip node is expanded – a nat-
ural way to focus the search on states close to the root that
maintains optimality in the limit. The resulting algorithm,
UCT, still produces the asymmetric search trees that spend
more time in promising parts of the tree, but it does build
them in a way that resembles Breadth-First Search more than
Depth-First Search. It thus makes sure that it takes the time
to also investigate parts that turn out to be different than what
they looked like at first glance.
Experimental Evaluation
We evaluate the algorithms MaxUCT, DP-UCT and UCT
by performing experiments on 2.66 GHz Intel Quad-Core
Xeon computers, with one task per core simultaneously and
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Figure 1: Total scores on the benchmarks of IPPC 2011 with
increasing time per decision.
a memory limit of 2.5 GB. We use the finite-horizon MDPs
from the IPPC 2011 benchmarks, a set of eight domains with
ten problems each. Each instance is a finite-horizon MDP
with a horizon of 40. Each algorithm is evaluated based on
100 runs on each problem rather than the 30 of IPPC 2011
to obtain statistically significant results.
There is a notable implementation difference between
UCT and PROST on the one hand and the three novel algo-
rithms on the other: we implemented two versions of each of
the five algorithms, one where the values from the Q-value
initialization are only considered for action selection, and
one where the heuristic is additionally used in the backup
operation of the parent node (i.e. it is propagated through
the tree). We observed that propagating the heuristic drasti-
cally improves the behavior of the algorithms that maximize
over all children in the state-value backup functions, and the
other way around in those that use the sum. It seems that
not propagating the heuristic leads to trees where an insuffi-
cient amount of information is used in nodes close to the root
for MaxUCT, DP-UCT and UCT. And propagating heuris-
tic estimates from all nodes that have ever been initialized
through the tree diminishes the influence of the information
that is actually important in UCT and PROST. All results
presented in this paper are from the respective version that
performed better in total.
The comparison of our algorithms is based on the time
per decision, with time windows of 2i seconds for i 2
f 6; : : : ; 1g (from  0.015 to 2 seconds). All algorithms
are implemented in the framework of the PROST planner,
so they also use the sound reasonable action pruning and
reward lock detection methods that are described by Keller
and Eyerich (2012). The PROST planner that was used in
IPPC 2011 is equivalent to our UCT base implementation,
except that it uses a fixed search depth limitation of 15. Both
an unlimited UCT version and PROST are included in our
evaluation, the latter being the only algorithm in our com-
parison that is not anytime optimal.
We evaluate the algorithms based on several aspects de-
rived from this experiment. The results in Table 1 are
achieved with the highest timeout of 2 seconds. They are
obtained by converting the averaged accumulated rewards
of the 100 runs to relative scores on a scale from 0 to 1 for
each problem, and then calculating the average over these
values from all instances for each domain. A relative score
of 0 is assigned to an artificial minimum policy taken from
IPPC 2011, and the score of 1 is given to the planner that
achieved the highest reward. The total result is calculated
as the average over all domains. We performed the same
experiment also with blind versions where all nodes nc are
initialized with a constant heuristic that sets Qk(nc) to 0.
Note that this is non-admissible in the IPPC 2011 domains
due to the presence of positive and negative rewards. We
will use some of those results in the following discussion,
but omit detailed results for space reasons.
Figure 1 shows total scores for increasing timeouts. The
rightmost points on the curve therefore correspond to the to-
tal results in Table 1. Regardless of the timeout, all results
are normalized with the same minimum policy and the best
result among all algorithms and timeouts. Figure 2 shows
the average number of remaining steps in the first root state
that was labeled as solved in a run for DP-UCT and UCT,
the algorithms that use a labeling procedure. It indicates how
early in a run an algorithm started to make optimal decisions
(i.e. the closer to the horizon the better). Figure 3 shows the
average runtime in percent of the runtime of our base algo-
rithm UCT. Again, only DP-UCT and UCT are depicted, as
differences in runtimes are mostly due to solved states, and
as only those algorithms support solve labeling.
MaxUCT The MaxUCT algorithm differs from UCT only
in that it uses Max-Monte-Carlo backups. Therefore, it
builds its estimates on the best partial solution graph, which
is a theoretical improvement over Monte-Carlo backups.
Our experimental results back up the expectations at least
partially. In comparison with the baseline UCT algorithm, it
yields the same total score over all domains, yet with some
numbers shifted between the scores for domains.
There are two domains with clearly inferior results com-
pared to UCT. RECON is a special case where all algorithms
that propagate heuristic values perform worse than the other
algorithms. We believe that the quality of the heuristic func-
tion is more important in algorithms that propagate those
values, and that the PROST heuristic gives rather poor es-
timates in RECON. This is backed up by the fact that the
blind versions yield results that are similar to the informed
ones. The same applies to NAVIGATION, but it becomes
only apparent in MaxUCT as the solve labeling procedure
of DP-UCT and UCT more than compensates for it.
The results in all other domains are in favor of MaxUCT.
CROSSING TRAFFIC and ELEVATORS are good examples
where the altered backup function pays off. Both are do-
mains where long sequences of actions have to be planned
in advance, and where the difference between good and bad
choices is highest – clearly a setting where maximizing over
successors to compute state-value estimates is favorable.
DP-UCT Rather than weighting outcomes by sampling
them according to the probability and averaging over all tri-
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Figure 2: Average number of remaining steps in the first
solved root state of a run for DP-UCT (light gray) and UCT
(dark gray).
als, the given probabilities are directly used to calculate es-
timates in DP-UCT. As it takes several trials until an action-
value has converged with averaging over outcomes, one
would expect that DP-UCT has the edge over UCT espe-
cially early on, and Figure 1 shows that the difference be-
tween the two is indeed highest with lower timeouts and a
significant improvement regardless of the timeout.
Besides the RECON domain, where DP-UCT also suffers
from the comparably bad heuristic, it is always at least on par
with UCT, and it vastly outperforms the baseline algorithm
in the NAVIGATION domain. Figure 2 is a good indicator
for why this is the case. The first root state that is labeled
as solved is a state with 39:0 remaining steps in average.
In the IPPC 2011 setting with a horizon of 40, it is thereby
an optimal solver for most of the 10 problems (in average,
only the first decision is not a provably optimal choice). The
solve labeling also allows DP-UCT to save time compared
to UCT. Not only does it yield a significantly higher reward,
Figure 3 shows that it does so in only 14:7% of the time.
Especially the improvement in the NAVIGATION domain
makes DP-UCT an algorithm with superior total results.
Solve labeling not only leads to better results, but also al-
lows for more than 20% time savings in total by computing
provably optimal policies. The results clearly show that con-
sidering probabilities in the backup function pays off.
UCT The results of our main algorithm, UCT, impres-
sively reflect the theoretical results: it outperforms all other
algorithms, including PROST, on all domains but RECON,
almost always yielding the best score among our algorithms.
Its advantages become especially apparent in the domains
where DP-UCT does not have an edge over the other al-
gorithms. The improvement in the domains SYSADMIN,
GAME OF LIFE, and TRAFFIC, where states close to the
root are most influential, shows that it pays off to search the
state space close to the root more thoroughly. Moreover, the
result in CROSSING TRAFFIC, where the lookahead that is
needed for good policies is among the highest of the IPPC
2011 problems, shows that it also performs well if a higher
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Figure 3: Average total runtime of DP-UCT (light gray) and
UCT (dark gray) in percent of the runtime of UCT.
horizon must be considered. This is a clear sign that the
asymmetric form of the search tree with the majority of vis-
its in the promising parts of the search space is preserved.
As UCT updates all visited states in a trial whenever a
node is expanded, it must perform more backup steps than
DP-UCT. Figure 2 and 3 indicate that the overhead of addi-
tional backups is negligible. In fact, the total time savings
of 26:4% are even higher for UCT. We believe that this is
because “good” states are reached more often in execution
due to the improved policy. Last but not least, UCT also
shines regarding the anytime behavior. It achieves the best
result among all algorithms regardless of the time per deci-
sion. Figure 1 shows that UCT provided with only 0.125
seconds already achieves better results than the PROST plan-
ner with 2 seconds (i.e. in 116 of the time), and better results
even than DP-UCT, the second best performing algorithm,
if provided with 0.25 seconds.
Conclusion
We have presented a novel algorithmic framework, Trial-
based Heuristic Tree Search, which subsumes Monte-Carlo
Tree Search, Dynamic Programming, and Heuristic Search.
We have identified five ingredients that distinguish different
algorithms within THTS: heuristic function, backup func-
tion, action selection, outcome selection, and trial length.
We described several existing algorithms within this frame-
work and derived three novel ones.
By combining Monte-Carlo and Full Bellman backups to
Partial Bellman backups, we were able to derive the Max-
UCT and DP-UCT algorithms. The latter inherits the ability
to solve states by considering probabilities from Dynamic
Programming, and the use of non-admissible heuristics, the
good anytime behavior and the guidance to promising parts
of the search space from UCT. Adding the trial length from
Heuristic Search led to UCT, an algorithm that distributes
its resources even better in the search space. Our empiri-
cal evaluation shows that DP-UCT and UCT not only per-
form significantly better on the benchmarks of IPPC 2011,
but also in less time than any other considered algorithm,
including the winner of IPPC 2011, PROST.
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